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Chapter 1 – Sunset

God made mankind in his image; Man made monsters in his.
-Ojal Tansey

“L ife’s good.” Mia Rayner chuckled after reading the banner
trailing behind the small airplane. Grinning, she looked

down the beach.
With waves lapping at her feet, the little girl giggled despite the

cool temperature. Drops of the ocean sprayed her pink knee-length
dress and even reached the long braids of her white blonde hair. The
setting sun cast a brilliant orange glow across the water and fluffy
clouds. A single seagull issued a shrill call and dipped low to glide
over the sandy beach. Water splashed loudly when a pod of dolphins
played and leapt.

“Life is good,” Mia repeated before picking up her shoes and
strolling toward the girl. Her baggy cargo pants were rolled up over
her ankles. The green of her tee shirt matched the color of her eyes
and supposedly complimented her pale tan and dark red hair. She
only cared that it was comfortable.

They’d arrived in San Diego hours earlier after a brief shopping
expedition. As setting up camp was always the first priority, a walk
along the beach was an unexpected luxury. It was Mia’s reward for
successfully completing the food run after only four stores. Her clan’s
belated Christmas/ Winter Solstice celebration required a lot of sup-
plies just to make the two kinds of cakes. It was strange to celebrate
the winter holidays in the middle of June. However, she’d learned
normal was a relative term.
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Laughing once more, she divided her attention between her first
view of the Pacific Ocean, the young girl dancing along the beach,
and any potential threats in the area. Just over a year ago, she’d
been working in Richmond, Virginia, with only dreams of an exotic
life filled with dangerous mysteries and sexy strangers. Of course, it
wasn’t all dreams; there were also nightmares.

Her life was now focused on her charge, Nadya Kilsdova. Nadya
was Romani by birth but was also a ladatyr – her people’s term for
gifted individuals who could help mankind. She wasn’t just meant
to be a healer or musician, Nadya was the fulfillment of an ancient
prophecy.

Mia was the second part of the ancient prophecy, but she’d only
learned that when she’d discovered she wasn’t technically an orphan.
Her parents had died when she was eight. No one in the foster care
system had told her she was part of an ancient clan of warrior pro-
tectors called Rahkis who guarded ladatyrs. Pantivya was her Tribe’s
name and their animal spirit guide was feline in nature – a huge
mountain lion actually.

Grinning, she couldn’t help but wonder how the big cat would
fare in the coastal setting. She knew it was still around. Not only
could she feel its presence but, at times, the mountain lion’s loud
scream echoed through their camp. Previously, she would’ve mocked
anyone who had told her that would be the case. It was her new nor-
mal, though just like the child sprinting to her.

“Did you see the dolphins? It’s just like our dream! I know your
parents are smiling on us. My mother too.” Nadya’s fingers closed
around the necklace she always wore. It was her only keepsake from
her mother.

“I’m sure they are. You were right to want to come here next.
The air, everything really, seems so much more...” Mia couldn’t com-
plete the thought. Virginia beaches were beautiful, and she’d always
loved the wide expanse of sky and water. There was something special
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about the West coast – something magical about sky meeting water
in the distance. That ‘something’ soothed old aches and made her
want to laugh.

“We’re free, and we’re together. It isn’t the beach that’s different,
it’s you.” Nadya’s voice was soft as was the touch of her fingers when
she clasped Mia’s hand.

“Always gotta be the wise one in the know, don’t ya?” She could
disagree with the child - she had changed. Mia felt like she was be-
coming who she’d always been meant to be. Entering Nadya’s world
of Gypsies and Rahkis had terrified her. Now, it felt like home, but
there was more to do and learn.

Mia dropped to the ground and tugged the girl with her. “Yes,
I’ve changed, grown and that’s good, but you’re still a brat!”

They exchanged grins before lapsing into a comfortable silence.
With the warm sand under them and the sun shining on their faces,
they stared into the horizon. There was the occasional noise from the
streets behind them, but the beach was nearly deserted. The seagulls
and dolphins continued their show while the sun sank into the wa-
ter.

Breathing in deeply, she squeezed Nadya’s hand. “I’m not even
going to ask where you want to go after our celebration.”

The child chuckled but said nothing. Mia knew she was remem-
bering their recent dreams just as she was. After they’d left Colorado
behind, their dreams had become brighter. There were still faraway
lands and strange faces she didn’t recognize. There were also things
that felt as familiar as her lion’s scream. Nadya called them her ‘lost
memories’. They were never clear, and she didn’t think they ever
would be. However, she had to try and she knew where to start the
search.

An image of a man whose hair was as dark red as hers came to
mind. She hadn’t confirmed the stranger was Pantivya since Edrick
Botan’s Crane clan meeting had spiraled out of control. She knew he
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was, just as she knew she needed to find him. He could help her dis-
cover where she’d come from and who she’d been. It was time to seek
out her Pantivya Tribe and close the circle on her past.

Turning toward the girl and tightening her grip, Mia met Nadya’s
eyes for a long moment. They were bonded and had even created
their own clan. There could still be blood relatives out there some-
where with stories, traditions, and wisdom to share. She wanted that
for herself and her charge. Nadya deserved to know her family. It was
important for Mia to know what the child wanted though.

When Nadya grinned, Mia rolled her eyes. “So, I guess you have
no objection to us searching for both of our families?”

“Our family is already with us.” Nadya’s reminder was soft, com-
pelling.

The ladatyr turned to stare off into the distance. It was a
thoughtful look Mia recognized. Biting back questions, she waited.
The child turned back and opened her hand to reveal a handful of
small pebbles, and Mia cupped her hands to accept them.

“There are others out there for us. We should look for them.”
“Would it have been so hard to say, no, I have no problem with us

searching for both of our relatives?” Mia teased with a chuckle. She
glanced at the pebbles before putting them into her pocket. It was al-
ways good to see Nadya acting like a kid. Collecting pretty, but use-
less, stones along the beach was childlike.

Dusting sand off her charge and herself, Mia smiled and hugged
the child. “Come on, kiddo, let’s go pig out on chocolate.”

Hand in hand, they crossed the beach with quick steps. Mia
didn’t miss the irony. Earlier, she’d fought the need which had
brought the others into her life. Now, her favorite place to be was
with her clan. She had a family, and she loved it.
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Chapter 2 – Dreamcatcher

The family is one of nature’s masterpieces.
-George Santayana

“And they lived happily ever after,” Nadya completed the tale of
the stone flower.

“Of course, they did,” Mia confirmed with a laugh as she parked
the SUV. The headlights bounced off the whitewashed stone walls
of the cabins. Red clay roof tiles also spoke of the area’s unique cul-
ture and traditions. Even the woods were different from what she’d
known – less wooded, sandier. However, it was their camp, and it
would become their temporary home.

Cayden Jodhani approached before she slammed the door, and
her eyes sought his. The Volhiari had been the one to introduce her
to her warrior heritage, and she’d often considered him her own per-
sonal trainer from hell. She had also entertained the possibility of
him being evil incarnate – his frowns, growls, and scars embodied the
Big Bad Wolf image. He stood nearly half a foot over her five foot
nine-inch frame, and his muscular build had done little to ease her
concerns. His rough training style had brought bruises, anger, frus-
tration, and doubt. That was then – this was now.

“Think fast,” Mia tossed a bag with some force toward his head.
He caught it and frowned. “You’re late.”
She ignored his growling to rummage through the bags. “Take

these, kiddo.” Mia turned back to the Wolf to see if he was annoyed
yet. His jaw wasn’t clenched which meant the scar wasn’t throbbing.
She grinned and snatched a few bags for herself after popping a piece
of candy in her mouth.
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“I’ll get the rest.” His dark brown eyes stayed locked on her as he
waited.

They’d had more than a few arguments and still did, but she
trusted him as she had never trusted anyone else. Much as she felt
bonded to Nadya, she felt bonded to Cayden too...Mia still wasn’t
sure of the exact nature of that bond. Lips twisting, she nodded to
him and ended the game.

Until she had met Cayden, Mia hadn’t fully appreciated how
much a nod could convey. This one said ‘relax, there was no suspi-
cious activity and we weren’t followed’. She waited for his return nod.
She interpreted it as ‘good job, Mia’ and chuckled even as he growled
under his breath. His concern for her safety amused and thrilled her.
Despite the strangeness of the situation, Cayden was her protector.

They caught up to Nadya as Nicu Lomas stepped from the forest.
Mia also nodded toward the Orkaba. She wasn’t surprised to see
Syeira Durrante next to him. They’d gotten close but were an unlike-
ly pair as both were traditional followers of their respective cultures.
They’d apparently adjusted to a new definition of normal too.

Nicu was a well-trained warrior who had served their leading
council, the Sovmar, as a sentry. He excelled at hand-to-hand com-
bat; however, his true specialty was a type of parkour training. Like
his Eagle spirit guide, he could soar over any obstacle in his path – no
jump, dive, or flip was too difficult. He even looked the part of a war-
rior with a buzz cut, abundant scars, and typically dark expression.
Despite his fierce countenance, Nicu could blend into any crowd or
the forest and virtually disappear.

On the other hand, Syeira embodied her Romani heritage with
a vibrant nature, bright colors, eclectic jewelry, and sparkling smiles.
She was also breathtakingly beautiful with long, nearly midnight
black waves framing delicately feminine features and curves. Syeira
was never one to blend in easily by nature or by choice. Despite her
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soft appearance, the Roma was anything but – she was blunt, stub-
born, and proud. She’d also become rather deadly with a dagger.

“I hope you found—” Syeira spoke as she strode toward them.
Her black pants and top didn’t show any dirt and were the Rom’s
preferred training attire.

“We got everything on the list and still had time to catch the
sunset,” Mia tossed the words over her shoulder then waited as Nicu
helped Nadya pick up the oranges that had fallen from her bag.

Mia never questioned them about their friendship, but Nicu’s
brother wasn’t above teasing him. Syeira was the only Roma in their
clan other than Nadya. As unusual as it was for Rahkis of different
Tribes to be bonded together, it was even more unusual for a female
Gypsy to be a protector. Traditionally, it was Rahkis who protected
Romani ladatyrs. Mia had accepted Nicu and Syeira into her new
clan. Despite differences with both in the past, she valued them not
just for what they brought to Nadya but to her as well.

Mia entered the main lodge when Cayden held the door open
for her. Rich aromas assailed her, and her stomach growled as she
smiled at the pair in the kitchen. The woman grinned before tucking
a rebellious brown curl back behind her ear and flicking her ponytail
over her shoulder. The man continued to stir a boiling pot, but
Mia laughed when she noted his pink apron. Knowing who was in
charge, she spoke to the woman.

“Aimee, I got everything on the list, but you or Syeira need to
do the shopping next time.” Plopping the bags down, she watched
Aimee dive into them.

As the newest addition to their clan, Aimee Kendon had been
with them for approximately two months. Mia had met the Bear the
year before though when her grandmother, Nesti Willene, had wel-
comed them with open arms at the start of their journey. At the time,
Aimee had been the heir apparent of the Boston Takoarta clan. Mia
had worked with her often and considered the woman her first true
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Rahki friend. Despite Nadya’s prediction that Jos would rule, Mia
had been surprised when Aimee left her loving family to join them.
She was a natural fit with her training and knowledge, but Mia was
more grateful for the abundance of open affection she brought to
their serious group.

Aimee’s favorite partner in crime grabbed the bags from Nadya
after tugging on her braids. Tobar Lomas was Nicu’s younger half-
brother and, in many ways, his opposite. His slimmer build, longer
hair, and easy smiles stood in sharp contrast to his brother’s harsh ap-
pearance. The deadly nature of Nicu’s martial skills was offset not just
by Tobar’s playful nature but also his preference for science and art.
Tobar applied his Eagle clan’s traits to his education instead of fight-
ing and was a board-certified doctor with several other degrees.

“Did you remember the cake and ice cream?” Tobar teased
Nadya, but Mia replied.

“Oh no, I knew we’d forgotten something.” She pretended to
slap her forehead before rolling her eyes.

“No one who knows you would ever believe you’d forget choco-
late.” Aimee grinned while still emptying bags.

“Speaking of chocolate, I read about an old-time diner in Ocean-
side. It’s at the end of a long wooden pier and supposedly serve the
best ice cream shakes in the world. You think we should try them
out while we’re here?” Tobar folded the empty bags as he winked at
Nadya.

“Have I told you how much I appreciate your need to research,
Tobar?” Mia had always preferred to research and organize her life.
Tobar had taken on much of that duty so she could continue her
combat training and education in the Rahki and Romani cultures.

“I’ll take that as a yes,” Tobar replied with a grin.
Aimee proceeded to direct not just Tobar but all of them in the

meal preparation. Hours later, they’d completed their assigned tasks
and gathered together again. Their belated holiday celebration suit-
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ed Mia perfectly. The bitter winter was behind them, and their sum-
mer was just starting. She would never like Attor Myrick or his Sapa-
zlo Tribe, but the Snakes’ assaults had brought her clan together. The
serpent had given her the very thing she’d always wanted – a family.
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Chapter 3 – Family style

Ritual is important to us as human beings. It ties us to our traditions
and our histories.
-Miller Williams

G laring while coughing and sputtering was difficult, but Mia
was determined. The laughter of her clan aided her cause.

“What is that stuff ?”
Syeira asked the question Mia wished she’d asked before taking a

drink. Aimee and Tobar were still cackling while Nicu smirked.
“Rakdar,” Cayden replied and offered the bottle.
Mia and Nicu were the only ones who didn’t back away. The Ea-

gle did a shot without issue while she cleared her throat again to re-
join the conversation.

“You said it was a traditional Volhiari drink; you didn’t say it
would kill me,” Mia accused before offering her shot glass for a refill.

“Mia,” Aimee warned with a wince and a shake of her head.
“I know what it is this time.” Mia toasted the others and cau-

tiously sipped the drink. “I can see how this could keep a Wolf warm
on the long, winter nights.”

The others laughed while Cayden stole her glass and knocked
back the rest. Rolling her eyes, she turned back to the younger Eagle.

“And back to our regularly scheduled program,” Tobar laughed
and pointed to a log. “The yule log is both a Rom and Rahki tradi-
tion. Nadya, do you know remember what it symbolizes?”

The little girl had been staring at the fireplace but turned to meet
her teacher’s eyes. “The Winter Solstice is a celebration of the return-
ing light of the sun. The log and fire symbolize that blessing.”
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Cayden added a few drops of Rakdar to the log before Nicu lit
it. After a bright spark, it settled into a steady blaze.

“I do have a request for the ashes.” Syeira held up a bright orange
bowl. “Typically, the ashes would be used to bless next year’s crop.”

“Well, that doesn’t seem necessary for us.” Tobar shrugged when
everyone turned to him.

“No, it doesn’t,” Syeira confirmed. “There’s another tradition of
placing the ashes at the front door of the home for protection against
evil. I’d like to divide the ashes between our cabin doors.”

When no one spoke up against the idea, Mia nodded. “Sure, is
that something for all of us or just you and Nadya?”

Syeira smiled at the child who nodded. “We can handle it.”
“A toast before we begin our meal?” Tobar asked and nodded to

the bottle Cayden still held.
Aimee and Syeira pulled glasses and Cayden splashed in small

amounts of Rakdar. Nadya proudly lifted a cup of apple juice.
When everyone turned to her, Mia pointed to Tobar. “This was

your suggestion.”
“And yet, you’re our fearless leader,” the Orkaba retorted.
Mia rolled her eyes but lifted her glass as she mentally scrambled

for a suitable toast. “To the sun and a well-lit path.”
“And to love and family,” Nadya added and clinked their cups.
“To love and family,” Mia agreed. The others repeated the toast

with raised glasses.
“Let’s eat,” Aimee proclaimed with a clap of her hands.
Aimee, Syeira, Tobar, and Nadya placed bowls and platters of

food on the table. Mia recognized the dishes which included special
additions from Aimee and Syeira. Everyone had come together with
a contribution, everyone but her. She’d celebrated Christmas in vari-
ous group homes as a child and with friends as an adult. But, she had
no true holiday traditions of her own. Frowning, she couldn’t help
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but wonder if her lost memories contained Pantivya customs. Laugh-
ter pulled her thoughts from the dark past and into a bright present.

Mia took a moment to not just appreciate a full plate of won-
derful food but also a full table of family. The fire’s heat at her back
didn’t warm her as much as the sight of her clan. Aimee was sharing
an amusing childhood tale with exuberance. Tobar hung on her
every word but even Syeira appeared amused. Nicu and Cayden di-
vided their attention between their plates and the Takoarta. Nadya
gave her a smile, but there were tears in her eyes. Unsure of whether
she should press for details, Mia stared at Nadya’s profile after the
child turned away.

“Mia!”
Syeira raised voice broke Mia’s concentration. She looked away

from her charge and noticed the others watching her. “Sorry, what
did I miss?” Turning, she was startled to find Syeira standing with
several bags in her hands.

The Romani passed out the gifts. “I’ve never really celebrated
Christmas. We assumed you did, Mia, so we’ve included something
special.”

Touched, Mia met the other woman’s eyes with a smile. She then
laughed when Aimee approached with a large sock.

“We couldn’t find a traditional Christmas stocking. However, as
there’s chocolate included, we didn’t think you’d mind.” The Bear
placed the sock in front of her.

“Of course, we wouldn’t leave out the kid. Christmas is about the
children, and she has been good.” Tobar presented Nadya with her
own sock of chocolate.

“Thank you!” Nadya called out her appreciation with her head
nearly pressed into the stocking.

“You guys didn’t have to do this but thank you.” She met each of
their eyes and nodded. Wanting to ease the emotion welling inside
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her at the gesture, Mia cleared her throat. “So, can we open the bags
too?”

“Of course!” Syeira grinned and gestured widely.
Mia’s hands were on her bag, but she wanted to watch the others.

Nicu smiled at Syeira before opening his gift. The Romani’s smile
widened and her eyes stayed on the Orkaba. Tobar had both hands
wrapped around something and was inhaling deeply. Cayden’s eyes
were half-closed as he lifted his head after a deep breath. Mia tore
through the tissue to find a handmade candle.

“Winter Solstice celebrates light, and there’s an Orkaba tradition
of giving lights as gifts. I know a flashlight would be more practical,
but I wanted to do candles.” Syeira gave an elegant shrug that sent her
bracelets flying.

“You made these?” Aimee sniffed her candle before grabbing To-
bar’s. “They smell different. Mine reminds me of cooking herbs. It’s
delicious!”

Tobar leaned close and alternately smelled both candles. “I like
mine better.”

Mia laughed as he snatched his back with a grin. Syeira contin-
ued before Aimee could retort.

“I’m glad because, yes, I made them. And yes, they all have dif-
ferent scents. Nadya chose the protection herbs and I included those
too.” Syeira dropped her eyes to meet the child’s gaze as Nadya
stepped around the table to hug her teacher.

“They’re incredible!” Mia’s candle had a sweet scent and was very
different from Cayden’s. Remembering the herbal incense Syeira had
created for their Harvest Moon celebration, she looked to the Rom
once more. “Are there ceremonies where we can use these?”

“Yes, there’s always something to celebrate, and we could use
them if you wish.” Syeira met her gaze then lowered her eyes. “I can
keep them with me since I know it is difficult to travel with such
things.”
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“I want to keep mine.” Mia and Aimee spoke up together then
laughed.

Tobar reached for Aimee’s even as she hugged it to her chest.
Nicu and Cayden handed their candles to Syeira with a nod.

“Thank you, princess.” Nicu’s words brought a flush to the Ro-
ma’s cheeks.

“Okay then, I’ll keep these and let you know the next time they
can be used.” Syeira chuckled as she collected Tobar’s candle. She
leaned down to brush a kiss on both of Nadya’s cheeks.

The clinks and clatter of dishes punctuated the banter as Syeira,
Aimee, and Tobar cleaned up. Nadya dragged out her sketch pad,
and Mia sat by the child’s side as she drew the scene. The cabin’s
cheery glow remained even after Nicu collected the ashes from the
Yule log. It took little time before everyone joined Cayden to sit
around a celebratory bonfire under the stars.

The sound of Aimee’s knuckles cracking broke the comfortable
silence. The Bear brought her intertwined hands back to rest on her
thighs. “Are you going to tell us what’s on your mind or not?”

Tobar chuckled at the Takoarta’s chiding before he turned to
stare at Mia. “Yeah, what is next?”
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